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Activity number 6
Title of the activity: First project meeting

Teachers
Responsible

Participating
Teachers

Number of
participating
students

Duration
of the
activities

Location

Method
of work

Aleksandra Alfut
Beata
Tomaszewska

Aleksandra Alfut
Beata
Tomaszewska

4

5 days

Balikesir
Istambul

Group
work

Final product

Aims of the
activity

1. A presentation about Poland.
2. A presentation about Toruń and our school.
3. Presentations and reports on the stay and experiences in Turkey
prepared by the teachers and students.
1. To present partner countries, cities and schools.
2. To overcome stereotypical images about partner countries.
3. To practise communicating in English and social skills.
4. To experience the benefits of hiking in interesting nature sites.
5. To report on and compare the creativity of students in partner countries.
6. To develop students' and teachers' orienteering skills.

Procedure
1. Presentations of partner countries, cities, schools and routes.
2. Teachers' meetings to discuss the future of the project and to choose the
mascotte, logo and slogan of the project.
3. Trekking in interesting nature places in Turkey.

„together...we make the way!”
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EVALUATION SHEET
Activity: 6

Teacher’s Assessment ( From the teacher to the students )
Students’Attitude
1. Students were interested in the activity.
2. Students were co-operative with the teacher and their peers.
Students’Co-operativeness
3. Students were able to work in groups or pairs.
4. Students were able to share ideas and knowledge.
Students’Autonomy
5. Students were able to plan and organise their own work.
6. Students were able to use different sources of information.
Students’creativity
7. Students have shown original thought, initiative and
inventiveness.
Concepts learnt by students
8. Students have learnt different concepts related to the Topic.
Presentation
9. Students have presented their work neatly and in an ordered
manner.
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Students’Assessment ( From the student to the activity )
Evaluate the activity: The activity has been useful …
1- To learn things which I didn’t know about the task.
2- To enjoy with an extra-curricular activity.
3- To learn to co-operate with my peers.
4- To get to know what an European Project is like.
5- To get to know other countries much better.
6- To learn what things are called in other languages.
7- Did you like the activity/task?
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Final Evaluation of the activity/task
The experience was extraordinary both for the teachers and students. They were very grateful
for the opportunity to learn about life in Turkey by taking part in everyday life and being treated
as a member of Turkish family.
Teachers' cooperation has made us realise how necessary it is to view Polish school from a
different perspective, compare our education to foreign countries to introduce possible changes
for the future.
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